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abstract
The article examines the evolution of Russia’s soft power strategy over the 
past twenty years. The author analyzes the goals the Russian leadership 
set when starting this work, and shows that those goals were not limited to 
improving the Russian image on the world stage. The following periodization 
of Russia’s soft power evolution is proposed: the rise (2000-2007/2008), 
institutionalization (2007/2008-2013/2014), and tightening (2013/2014-
till present). The article explores how Russian soft power changed during 
these periods: what tools were used, what role formal and informal 
institutions played, and what ideas and values were used as a foreign policy 
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narrative. The analysis of the evolution of the Russian strategy allows us 
to correlate different stages of its development with Joseph Nye’s concept, 
as well as to show the intermediate and final results of its implementation.

Keywords: soft power, Russia’s soft power, Russia’s image, the Russian world, 
compatriots.

Soft power swiftly reappeared in russia’s foreign policy in the 
summer of 2020. on june 25, 2020, journalist yevgeny Primakov 
was appointed the new head of rossotrudnichestvo, the main 

russian soft power agency. although skeptical of the term itself, he 
actively called for an overhaul of this segment of russian foreign policy. 
his upgrade program caused a wide response in the expert community, 
where the russian approach to soft power was under constant fire 
as some thought it was too soft while others considered it to be too 
tough. by that time a number of leading russian international relations 
experts had already become disillusioned with soft power. for example, 
Sergei Karaganov (2019) wrote that the soft power concept should be 
recognized as an intellectual delusion as it was not “adequate” to the 
new reality of international relations any more, and fyodor lukyanov 
(2016) pointed out that soft power no longer retained the effectiveness 
that was expected of it at the end of the twentieth century, since at one 
point it had used to “reflect a very special moment in the development 
of the international system,” when the West needed to prove to itself 
and the world the accomplishment of historical justice at the end of the 
cold War. The term has almost completely been dropped by russian 
International affairs council director andrei Kortunov. moreover, 
the foreign expert community has long denied the russian strategy 
any “softness.” In fact, the author of the soft power concept, joseph nye 
(2018), has consistently criticized the russian model, referring to it as 
“sharp power.”

at the same time, soft power has been one of the most popular 
topics with the russian expert and academic community over the 
past twenty years. Since 2006, following the publication of the first 
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article by Vadim Kononenko titled “creating an Image of russia?” 
(2006), interest in this topic soared steadily, climaxing in 2013-2014. 
It is noteworthy that soft power was actively discussed in Russia 
in Global Affairs and was at the peak of popularity in 2014, when 
relations between russia and the West became as strained as never 
before. This means that, despite russia’s acute conflict with Western 
partners, leading russian experts believed, on the one hand, in the 
effectiveness of soft power as a foreign policy instrument (ukraine 
was often considered an example of its effectiveness), and on the other 
hand, they nevertheless counted on the possibility of dialogue and the 
power of persuasion between the conflicting parties.

for the first time russian soft power became a subject of discussion 
at the highest political level in 2007, when at a meeting of the russian 
Public chamber council members with Vladimir Putin, Vyacheslav 
nikonov said that russia “needs... a national project to create its own 
soft power instruments” (nikonov, 2007). Since then, it has gone a 
long way from a decentralized model, very close to nye’s original 
concept, to a hybrid approach designed, on the one hand, to ensure 
self-defense, and on the other hand, to launch a counterattack as part 
of information warfare. There is a widespread belief in the foreign 
academic community that the russian approach was initially aggressive 
and destructive, but a careful analysis of the evolution of russia’s soft 
power can show that this kind of belief is erroneous and is rather a 
product of stereotypes. over the years, it has gone through three clearly 
defined stages: 1) the unofficial stage, or the rise (2000-2007/2008) 2) 
institutionalization (2007/2008 - 2013/2014), and 3) the tightening of 
the approach, or the fall (since 2013/2014).

There are grounds to believe that with the appointment of yevgeny 
Primakov, as tatyana Poloskova has aptly noted (2020), russian soft 
power has received the “last chance.” So, it is now important to analyze 
the way traveled, understand what decisions were successful, what 
internal and external factors mattered and, most importantly, what 
results the chosen strategy has produced. In our article, we will for the 
first time attempt to periodize the evolution of the russian soft power 
strategy, thereby trying to find answers to the questions raised above.
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STage 1. inFOrmaL STage, Or The riSe
(2000 - 2007/2008)
the first stage in the development of russia’s soft power model 
coincided with the period of moscow’s growing foreign policy activity 
in the 2000s. at that time, not only did the government not have a 
separate strategy, but even the Kremlin walls had not yet heard 
the unusual word combination “soft power.” but it was precisely in 
the 2000s that despite (or maybe thanks to) decentralization and 
fragmentation of actions russian soft power was the “softest” and 
therefore the most effective.

Governmental agencies started to take concrete steps to improve 
the image of russia in the world after Vladimir Putin had so instructed 
russian diplomats in june 2004. at that time, soft power projects 
pursued mainly economic goals. The organization of forums and expert 
platforms, Pr campaigns, and even work with compatriots sought to 
advance the interests of major russian companies and the russian 
economy (mainly exports) as a whole.

So, in 2005 the St. Petersburg International economic forum 
acquired the status of “presidential” (because it was attended by the 
President of russia), and official cooperation with the World economic 
forum in davos began in 2007. Significant bilateral projects were 
launched, in which economic issues played a major role: the russian-
German Petersburg dialogue (initiated in 2001 by Vladimir Putin 
and Gerhard Schroeder), the franco-russian dialogue (inaugurated 
in 2004 under the patronage of Vladimir Putin and jacques chirac), 
the russian-american council for business cooperation (created in 
2000 at the suggestion of the foreign ministry; since 2009 it has been 
working under the umbrella of the russian union of Industrialists and 
entrepreneurs), etc.

The launch of the Valdai International discussion club in 2004 
became an important step in promoting russian interests abroad. at 
the initial stage, despite the participation of the russian leader, it was 
just an informal expert forum attended by a wide range of specialists 
(sometimes with diametrically opposite views) and intended to “tell 
the world about russia.” The participants included michael mcfaul, 
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fiona hill, nikolai Zlobin, boris nemtsov, leonid Gozman, Vladislav 
Inozemtsev, alexander dugin, alexander Prokhanov, Sergei Guriev, 
and Sergei Glazyev.

among the forums of that time, standing out was the rhodes 
forum, which was held as part of the dialogue of civilizations 
international program, launched in 2002 on the initiative of Vladimir 
yakunin (russia), jagdish Kapur (India), and nicholas Papanicolaou 
(Greece). from the very beginning the dialogue of civilizations had 
a strong ideological slant. Its goal was to oppose the unipolar world 
(that is, the united States) and promote an alternative “civilizational 
project,” in which each civilization had the right of voice and the right 
to its own social, cultural, and religious model. at the same time, the 
forum was presented as a completely independent and unbiased public 
project, which “has not been established by the state, is not a political 
movement and does not have to fulfill anyone’s plan.” however, senior 
russian officials regularly attended the forum, thus emphasizing its 
importance for russian foreign policy. 

at about the same time, russia began to actively integrate into 
the international media market. In 2005, the russian international 
television channel russia today went on line. Its declared purpose 
was to provide more objective information about modern russia and 
its position on international political issues. In 2007, Russia Beyond 
the Headlines (rbth)—an international supplement to Rossiyskaya 
Gazeta—was established. It appeared (until 2017) in 27 leading foreign 
publications and was available in 21 countries in 16 languages. Its 
total circulation had reached approximately 10.5 million copies, 
with a readership of some 32 million (ageeva, 2016). In parallel, the 
largest international Pr agencies—Ketchum, the Washington Group 
(based in the u.S.) and GPlus europe (based in belgium)—were hired 
(chitty et al, 2017). The main results of cooperation with them were the 
successful G8 Summit in St. Petersburg in 2006, the promotion of Putin 
for the title of Person of the year in the Time magazine in 2007, the 
subsequent release of the four-episode documentary “Putin, russia and 
the West” on bbc two in 2012, and the publication of Putin’s article “a 
Plea for caution from russia” in the New York Times in 2013, in which 
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he warned the united States against intervening in Syria and getting 
carried away with its own exclusivity and the role of “world judge.” 
The Pr campaign of the Sochi olympics in 2014 was also organized 
by Ketchum. In 2006, the agency received the prestigious Silver anvil 
Prize from the Public relations Society of america and the PrWeek 
Global campaign of the year award for its work.

In addition, active work was underway with foreign lobbyists: henry 
Kissinger, james baker, Thomas Graham (u.S.), Gerhard Schroeder 
(Germany), bernard Volker (france). Their services were primarily 
used to promote russian companies such as Gazprom, transneft, and 
rosneft, but not only that. for example, Thomas Graham  (Kissinger 
associates) presented a report in the White house in 2009 which 
harshly criticized mikhail Saakashvili’s actions during the 2008 russian-
Georgian war and advised the government not to push for nato  
expansion, but instead to support dmitry medvedev’s proposals for a 
new security system in europe (Van herpen, 2016, p. 71).

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, active work began with the 
russian diaspora abroad. While in Soviet times emigrants were branded 
exclusively as traitors, in the new russia the russians abroad began to 
be viewed as a related socio-cultural world, a peripheral source of 
russianness which could help expand the sphere of influence and 
strengthen the country’s position in the international arena (batanova, 
2009). Political strategists Pyotr Shchedrovitsky and Gleb Pavlovsky 
proposed a business-oriented approach to the russian diaspora. 
according to this approach, compatriots living abroad were to be 
considered part of russian soft power: by working and studying in 
foreign countries, they could act as natural guides for russian culture 
and as effective intermediaries in economic projects. during that 
period, a number of important steps were taken to organize official 
interaction with the russian diaspora: a relevant law and a government 
program were adopted. The Kremlin’s actions were harmoniously 
combined with grassroots initiatives, including those by the moscow 
city hall and a number of nGos.

It was at that time that the russian orthodox church began to 
contribute actively to the implementation of russian soft power 
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projects. at the initial stage, its actions were more independent, 
although even then one could detect signs of a foreign policy 
“symphony” with the Kremlin (Van herpen, 2019). the russian 
orthodox church was an active participant in the events organized 
as part of the Valdai club and the dialogue of civilizations program, 
and in 2008, with the assistance of the russian foreign ministry, 
metropolitan Kirill (Gundyaev) addressed a meeting of the un human 
rights council. but perhaps the most important achievement of the 
russian orthodox church in the 2000s was its reunification with the 
russian church abroad, which became possible thanks to the efforts of 
the russian government and, in particular, Vladimir Putin (Konygina, 
2007). The reunification of the russian orthodox church with the 
russian orthodox church outside of russia took place on may 18, 
2007 and had a tremendous international impact, including in terms 
of soft power. This gave the russian orthodox church control over 
churches and other related real estate, as well as, which is particularly 
important, influence on orthodox communities in different countries 
around the world.

all of the above leads us to the first obvious conclusion about the 
characteristics of the initial stage in the development of russian soft 
power. firstly, it was an informal approach, with no strict control 
by the state, but with pluralism in formats and personalities, private 
initiatives, and the involvement of foreign specialists (especially in 
the field of Pr). until 2007, the term ‘soft power’ was not pronounced 
inside the Kremlin, but the country’s leadership was concerned about 
the international image of russia, primarily because of its significance 
for foreign economic activity. at that time, there was no general 
strategy, but the state considered all initiatives important, including 
semi-public, private and informal ones, if they could help improve 
the russian image.

The second important characteristic is the non-confrontational 
nature of the russian approach. It was not the result of the ideological 
vacuum created after the collapse of the uSSr. during its rise, russian 
soft power followed the Western discourse on human rights, the rule 
of law, and democracy. russia’s international image and foreign policy 
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narrative were based on Western values. at first, russia positioned itself 
as a young democracy, and a little later as a “sovereign” democracy, that 
is, a kind of democracy that was not a copy of the Western one, but 
still was a democracy. The Pr-agency Ketchum considered a change in 
global public opinion about russia and recognition of its democratic 
nature its main achievement (Van herpen, 2016, p.71). 

russia sought to take its place in the international debate on human 
rights and democracy by establishing the Institute for democracy and 
cooperation in 2007, with offices in Paris and new york. andranik 
migranyan, director of its u.S. branch, saw the Institute’s mission in 
forging a dialogue with american society and explaining the russian 
position on human rights and democracy. The same logic was used 
when the russian foreign ministry helped organize metropolitan 
Kirill’s speech at a meeting of the un human rights council in 2008. 
on the one hand, the metropolitan spoke about human rights, but 
on the other hand, he made it clear that there was no single correct 
interpretation of human rights and stressed the need to harmonize all 
interpretations with local traditions and religions.

The first informal stage of russian soft power can be regarded as 
its rise, since during this period it worked exactly as it was conceived 
by its author, joseph nye. as the original concept suggests, soft power 
was realized by nGos and civil society, without comprehensive state 
control, it involved highly qualified (albeit foreign) specialists in the 
field of Pr, used the language of human rights and democracy accepted 
in the West, and created a sense of common cultural and legal space 
with the West (the target audience was mainly Western countries).

The line under the first period in the development of russian soft 
power was drawn up by the russian-Georgian conflict in august 2008. 
It was then that the russian leadership faced a wall of misunderstanding 
among foreign media, political leaders, and the public. after the heat 
had subsided, the Kremlin analyzed its own media mistakes. for 
example, as a result of duma speaker boris Gryzlov’s total ban on 
communication with foreign media (Gabuev and tarasenko, 2012) 
and the position of Kremlin spokesman dmitry Peskov—“we will not 
replace real work with Pr campaigns,” the russian position on the 
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conflict was not covered by foreign media and the Western community 
heard only Georgian President mikhail Saakashvili’s point of view. 
based on this analysis, the russian government decided to strengthen 
the russian soft power strategy.

STage  2. inSTiTuTiOnaLiZaTiOn OF ruSSian SOFT POWer 
(2007/2008 - 2013/2014)
In 2007-2008 russian soft power entered a new stage of its development. 
Putin’s speech at the munich Security conference marked a transition 
to a tougher and more independent foreign policy, while the media 
fiasco during the conflict with Georgia forced the russian authorities 
to pay more attention to soft power. from then on, russian soft power 
began to develop as a separate strategy with its own institutions and 
centers under strict government control.

This is when soft power became part of the official discourse and 
was regularly mentioned by russian top officials such as dmitry 
medvedev, Sergei lavrov, Vyacheslav nikonov, and others. In february 
2012, Putin placed special emphasis on soft power in his election article 
“russia and the changing World” (Putin, 2012), mentioning both its 
positive and negative aspects. he used this approach later as well: in 
2011-2014 he systematically talked about soft power, but differently in 
different situations. at meetings with diplomats and broader circles, he 
spoke about it as an important new tool for international cooperation, 
and at meetings with law enforcers he referred to it as “instruments of 
pressure” (Putin, 2013a), “special operations” (Putin, 2013b), and “well-
known techniques (to) weaken russia’s influence” (Putin, 2013c) (the 
latter vision became more pronounced in 2013). and yet, a new foreign 
Policy concept devised in november 2013 included soft power as an 
official instrument of the russian strategy in the international arena. It 
said in particular that russia would be “improving the application of 
soft power and identifying the best forms of activities in this respect... 
further developing the regulatory framework in the above-mentioned 
area” (mfa, 2013). When the concept was updated in 2016, soft power 
remained in the document as one of the aspects of russian foreign 
ministry’s work (mfa, 2016).
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In addition to acquiring official status in russia’s foreign policy strategy, 
soft power became gradually institutionalized. In 2008, the federal 
agency for the commonwealth of Independent States, compatriots 
living abroad and International humanitarian cooperation 
(rossotrudnichestvo) was created on the basis of roszarubezhtsentr, 
which, in turn, had succeeded the union of Soviet friendship Societies. 
Its main tasks included implementing the state policy of international 
humanitarian cooperation and promoting the consolidation of the 
post-Soviet space through exchange programs, education, and the study 
of the russian language and culture. rossotrudnichestvo consistently 
created a network of its representative offices abroad (following the 
example of alliance française, british council, and Goethe-Institut)—
russian centers of science and cooperation. There are currently 97 of 
them (73 centers and 25 representatives at russian embassies).

at the same time, following the american model, the russian 
government began to establish soft power public organizations and 
finance various nGos working abroad. The Institute for democracy 
and cooperation was the first. In the same year 2007, the russkiy mir 
foundation (literally russian World foundation) was established by 
a presidential decree. The foundation was tasked with popularizing 
the russian language and culture, uniting compatriots living 
abroad, and creating a network of nGos working in the same areas 
abroad through grants. like rossotrudnichestvo, the russkiy mir 
foundation started to open its representative offices abroad, mainly 
at universities and schools. Its representation was often reduced to 
just a “russkiy mir room” featuring books in russian and booklets 
about the foundation. In total, there are 97 centers and 123 russkiy 
mir rooms today. one of the results of the foundation’s work was 
the creation of a catalog of foreign nGos which were engaged in 
the promotion of the russian language and culture and considered 
themselves part of the russian world. Its central event is the assembly 
of russian compatriots living abroad, which has been held every 
year since 2007. It brings together about 800 participants, including 
russian top officials and high-ranking representatives of the russian 
orthodox church as guests of honor.
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during the period of institutionalization, a number of state structures 
were created to work with compatriots: the World coordinating 
council of russian compatriots was created in 2009 (it united 
coordinating councils that had functioned separately abroad 
since 2006), the fund for Supporting and Protecting the rights of 
compatriots living abroad was established in 2012 (founded by the 
russian foreign ministry and rossotrudnichestvo), and the World 
russian Press foundation was instituted in 2012.

The russian orthodox church actively collaborated with russian 
soft power institutions, especially in interacting with compatriots 
and promoting the idea of the russian world. metropolitan hilarion 
(alfeyev) was included in the foundation’s board of trustees, and 
church hierarchs regularly attended its events. russian orthodox 
church leaders always participated in the World congresses of 
compatriots.

Since the formation of the global agenda is also an instrument 
of soft power (nye, 2011, pp.20-21), in 2010-2011 the russian 
government took a number of successive steps to create its own 
intellectual and expert centers designed to promote russian analytics 
on international relations and russian foreign policy, including in 
the english-language segment of the Internet. In 2010, the russian 
president ordered the creation of the russian International affairs 
council, later in the same year the Gorchakov Public diplomacy 
fund was established, and a year after that the work of the Valdai 
club was formalized by creating the Valdai International discussion 
club development and Support fund.

International relations have never been a neutral academic 
discipline, and “theoretical models and concepts, especially if their 
authors are representatives of influential countries, have considerable 
potential and can be an instrument in the soft power arsenal to 
promote foreign policy interests” (tsygankov, 2013). The establishment 
of its own expert centers, which published materials in english and 
made them available to the general public, and cooperated with 
foreign specialists, allowed russia to hope to take its own place in the 
international information and analytical space and present its vision 
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of world politics to a broad range of readers, from ordinary people to 
specialists and diplomats.

In addition, in 2011 russia began publishing its own reports on the 
human rights situation in foreign countries (mainly in the u.S., canada, 
european countries, and ukraine). These reports issued by the russian 
foreign ministry appeared as a response to similar investigations by 
Western organizations against russia rather than independent unbiased 
studies. nevertheless, by publishing these reports russia continued 
to participate in international debates, thereby recognizing, at least 
formally, the importance of human rights and democracy as they were 
understood in the West.

It is worth noting that by that time russia had already quite actively 
used the rhetoric, and practice, of retaliatory steps, without formally 
going beyond the framework of Western discourse. The abovementioned 
Institute for democracy and cooperation was founded on Putin’s 
personal instructions. Speaking at the russia-eu summit in lisbon in 
october 2007, Putin said, in particular, that “the european union, with 
the help of grants, helps to develop institutions of this kind in russia” 
and that “the time has come when the russian federation can do the 
same in the european union” (Grigoryeva, 2007).

The international television channel russia today also stepped up 
its activity. after the media failure in covering the russian-Georgian 
conflict in 2008, the russian government had realized the importance 
of media support for foreign policy and provided funds and specialists 
for strengthening russia today. In 2009, the word “russia” was 
removed from the channel’s name and it began to operate under a 
more neutral brand, rt, which was not affiliated with the Kremlin. In 
the same year, the channel opened a twitter account and launched its 
Spanish-language television version.

It is noteworthy that during that period rt had not yet made 
scandalous popularity an alpha and omega of its strategy. at that time, rt 
rather used technologies generally adopted in the media space, including 
cooperation with renowned presenters and activists such as Wikileaks 
founder julian assange or legendary american journalist larry King, 
who allowed his show to be broadcast on rt (chakelyan, 2015).
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at the same time, the channel began to gravitate towards conspiracy 
theory, which invariably attracted a certain part of the foreign audience 
(yablokov, 2015). In general, until 2013, rt attracted viewers with 
neutral content. according to a study by daily beast, 80% of rt’s most 
popular programs focused on emergencies, such as natural disasters 
(Zavadski, 2015). rt did not resort to shocking campaigns so often. 
The situation began to change in 2012, when rt started covering the 
civil war in Syria: after reports from damascus, the british regulator 
ofcom issued warnings almost annually and fined the channel for bias 
and political prejudice.

The second stage in the development of soft power and its entire 
history reached its peak during the XXII olympic Winter Games in 
Sochi in february 2014. on the one hand, the olympics became the 
Kremlin’s political success, and on the other hand, an example of real 
soft power as it allowed the achievements of modern russia to be 
seen not only by thousands of guests in Sochi, but also by millions 
of television viewers around the world. as the New York Times wrote 
on february 23, 2014, the closing ceremony of the XXII olympic 
Winter Games in Sochi “provided a showcase of russia’s many success 
stories, and like it or not, hosting an olympics is now among them” 
(makur, 2014). however, the triumph of soft power did not last even a 
month and in march 2014 it ran dry, giving way to tough “manly” talk 
(borisova, 2015).

So, the main characteristic of the second stage in the development 
of russian soft power is its institutionalization and formalization. 
While at the first stage soft power was rather a combination of both 
public and government initiatives (which were often implemented 
informally), at the second stage almost all of these initiatives turned 
into government or para-government institutions (funds, nGos, 
think tanks, coordinating councils), which were responsible for the 
implementation of one or several soft power projects. It was this total 
“governmentalization” that joseph nye considered the biggest mistake 
of the russian soft power strategy (nye, 2013).

The period of institutionalization was not ideologically neutral, 
and this is its second important feature. In 2007-2014, the russian 
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official soft power discourse was still built around political values, 
such as human rights and democracy. offices of the Institute for 
democracy and cooperation worked actively in Paris and new york, 
the foreign ministry regularly published White Papers on human 
rights violations in the united States and europe, and top government 
officials and the foreign ministry did not officially mention any 
major differences between the russian and Western value systems. 
rossotrudnichestvo head Konstantin Kosachev argued in 2012-2014 
that the basic principles of democracy, human rights and freedoms, 
which are enshrined in the un charter, as well as conventions and 
treaties could not be considered anyone’s property, for example, the 
West’s, or an individual characteristic of someone’s soft power, and 
that “freedom, democracy, lawfulness, social stability, and respect 
for human rights have become ‘the consumer goods basket’ of the 
modern world, which everyone would like to have.” Therefore, “any 
idea rejecting this standard 21st-century set of values would certainly 
fail to stand.” In one of his articles on soft power, Kosachev wrote that 
“the task of presenting national tradition should not be at odds with 
the universally recognized human rights, and norms and principles 
of international law that protects the basic democratic standards 
of the 21st century” (Kosachev, 2012). he suggested filling russian 
soft power with positive content, which should rest on three pillars: 
cooperation, security, and sovereignty. In his opinion, russian know-
how in international relations could be an approach whose main 
elements were respect for the sovereignty of partners and cooperation 
without any preconditions (Kosachev, 2013). but this concept never 
materialized: after 2014, during the third stage, the russian government 
chose another narrative, which constituted the ideological content of 
russian soft power.

Interestingly, at some point during the second stage in the 
development of soft power, russia tried to initiate a parallel discourse, 
which could potentially have become a new basis for consensus and 
cooperation between moscow and the West, since human rights and 
democracy, as experience had shown, presented certain difficulties 
and did not guarantee mutual understanding in the future. a new 
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topic was joint opposition to attempts to rehabilitate fascism and 
the preservation of the memory of the common sacrifices made by 
russia and Western countries in the name of peace during World 
War II. The year 2005, the 60th anniversary of the victory in that war, 
marked the beginning of this strategy. In addition to a big military 
parade in red Square, which was attended by many world leaders 
(american President George W. bush, German chancellor Gerhard 
Schroeder, french President jacques chirac, chinese President hu 
jintao, etc.), Vladimir Putin published an article in the french Figaro 
titled “lessons of the Victory over nazism: Through understanding 
the Past towards the joint construction of a Safe humane future,” 
and gave a joint interview with Schroeder on the same topic to Bild 
(Senyavsky and Senyavskaya, 2009). from this moment on, russia 
regularly initiated roundtables, conferences, and international meetings 
on the lessons of the Second World War. This was one of the central 
topics in the activities of russian soft power institutions. In addition, 
a number of international organizations and movements were created, 
for example We are the heirs of the Victory and Peace against nazism. 
While the former was mainly aimed at the cIS countries and russian 
compatriots, the latter was a serious attempt to unite a wide range of 
foreign organizations on this topic, if not around russia, then with it. 
over time, however, its activities died down, and the common memory 
of World War II became extremely politicized and ended up on the 
battlefields of information warfare.

STage 3. The TighTening OF ruSSian SOFT POWer, Or FaLL 
(SinCe 2013/2014)
The tightening of russian foreign policy is usually believed to have 
begun in 2007 when Putin delivered his speech at the munich Security 
conference. however, it was followed by medvedev’s presidency, 
which began with a conflict with Georgia, but otherwise was generally 
peaceful and aimed at cooperation with Western partners. The russian 
regime began to gradually close up and assume the “besieged fortress” 
attitude in 2012. The fall of the libyan regime in 2011, accompanied by 
the massacre of the country’s long-term leader muammar al-Gaddafi, 
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and the intensification of protest movement in russia itself in 2011-
2012 increased the russian political elite’s fears of color revolutions 
(Zygar, 2016). The defeat in the confrontation with pro-Western forces 
during maidan protests in Kiev and the loss of ukraine ultimately 
led to an irreversible transformation of the political regime in russia, 
which prioritized protection against alleged external interference.

an event of historical magnitude that took place in march 2014 
changed the map of europe when the crimean Peninsula became 
part of russia. This was followed by a period of fierce confrontation 
between russia and the West, which experts even called a new 
cold War. russian foreign policy went into permanent “defensive-
offensive” mode, and the same approach was applied to the soft 
power strategy. russian diplomats had finally come to realize that 
the previous strategy with all its institutions and roundtables was 
ineffective, and that playing by the Western soft power rules had not 
brought russia the desired results. and so the soft power strategy was 
revised and tightened.

The strategy retained the same set of instruments, but their content 
and modus operandi changed drastically. this was most clearly 
manifested in the russian media working for the foreign audience. 
rt and the Internet media outlet Sputnik (created in november 2014) 
began to employ more aggressive rhetoric and journalistic techniques: 
rt editor-in-chief margarita Simonyan later admitted that the channel 
worked in combat-like conditions amid a war being waged against 
russia (Porubova and anufrieva, 2020). In addition to provocative 
headlines and controversial interpretations of events both in russia 
and the world, both media sometimes resorted to replicating unverified 
or even deliberately false information (the story about 400 american 
mercenaries in ukraine in may 2014 (The Insider, 2017), an incident 
with teenage girl lisa in Germany 2016 (rutenberg, 2017), an attempt 
to stage a migrant fight in Sweden in 2017 (Kramer, 2017), which was 
also linked to the russian television channel, and others). obviously, 
rt’s strategy became clearly offensive during that period: in addition 
to escalating anti-american and anti-Western sentiments, the channel 
focused on european and american sore sports, trying to pay more 
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attention to issues that divided european societies, thereby polarizing 
them as much as possible.

Investigations were regularly conducted against rt by the media 
regulator in the uK, and security services in france (caPS & IrSem, 
2018) and estonia (2018). rt became a subject of tough conversation 
between Vladimir Putin and french President emmanuel macron 
during their first meeting in Versailles in may 2017. macron then 
claimed that the russian channel’s work did not conform to the 
principles of journalism. In the end, rt has gained a steady reputation 
as an alternative channel for a narrowly marginalized audience in 
europe and the u.S. (limonier and audinet 2017).

The changes also affected interaction with the russian diaspora 
abroad. The “crimean issue” divided it completely. on the one hand, 
the letter of Solidarity with russia at the time of the ukrainian 
tragedy, published in december 2014 by prominent russian emigres 
(mainly those who left the country after the 1917 revolution), can 
be considered an undeniable success of russian diplomacy (rG, 
2014). on the other hand, a letter from the other part of the same 
“old” emigration strongly condemned russia’s actions in ukraine 
(von Gan, 2014), thus clearly indicating maximum polarization of the 
russian diaspora. Vladimir yakovlev, the founder of the Kommersant 
Publishing house and Snob magazine, later wrote that march 2014 
had destroyed the phenomenon of Global russians, meaning those 
who were the bearers of russian culture, maintained ties with russia 
and could live in different countries of the world, absorb their culture 
and become part of any community. yakovlev was thus referring to the 
radical rejection by part of russian emigrants of the policy chosen by 
the Kremlin, and to their refusal to continue any interaction with it in 
the future (yakovlev, 2017).

The idea of the russian world, which since the 2000s has been 
actively promoted by both the russian government and the russian 
orthodox church, has also transformed significantly from a purely 
cultural into a geopolitical phenomenon, forfeiting the potential of a 
neutral concept that could unite all those who, regardless of nationality, 
are interested in russian culture and are “not indifferent to its affairs and 
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fate” (batanova, 2009, p.14). after the term was used in official rhetoric 
explaining russian actions in crimea in the spring of 2014, the russian 
world narrowed considerably, with ukraine having been forced out of it 
and the remaining allies having learned their lesson from the crimean 
story (lenta.ru, 2015). The politicization and securitization of this idea 
has made it utterly impossible to use it as an instrument of soft power 
that could unite the russophiles regardless of their political beliefs.

during the period of “tightening,” russia continued to employ 
other soft power instruments which were in use since the first stage. 
These include the work of expert centers, the enrollment of foreign 
students in russian universities, cultural projects, and support for the 
study of the russian language. The new strategy has affected them to a 
lesser extent (with the exception of the Gorchakov Public diplomacy 
fund, which has been engaged in the information and expert war).

active promotion of the conservative narrative has become a 
new track of russian foreign policy. Starting in 2013, russia began 
to try on the role of a conservative power and the “last stronghold” 
of traditional values in the world. Speaking at the opening of a Valdai 
International discussion club conference in September 2013, Putin 
said that Western countries “have renounced their roots, including 
christian values, and they are implementing policies that equate large 
families with same-sex partnerships, belief in God with the belief in 
Satan,” while “people in many european countries are embarrassed 
or afraid to talk about their religious affiliations” (Putin, 2013d). he 
continued this narrative in december of the same year in an address 
to the federal assembly, stating: “today, many nations are revising 
their moral values and ethical norms, eroding ethnic traditions and 
differences between peoples and cultures,” which leads to “destruction 
of traditional values from above.” Putin expressed confidence that 
many like-minded people would join russia in the struggle for the 
preservation of traditional values. a report released by the council on 
foreign and defense Policy in 2016 said that russia’s new soft power 
strategy was based on a set of values “inherited from the past,” such as 
“political and cultural pluralism and the freedom of choice instead of 
Western universalism” (SVoP, 2016, p. 16).
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the implementation of the new strategy required new tools and 
techniques. these include cooperation with ultra-right parties 
in europe and conservative organizations abroad. They met with 
the russian leadership, traveled to crimea, and received indirect 
funding and information support (national assembly (france), lega 
nord (Italy), Swedish democrats, etc.), and even attended major 
international events (a forum in St. Petersburg in 2015). russian laws 
to counter the propaganda of homosexuality among young people, as 
well as the adoption of amendments to the constitution which define 
a marriage as a union of a man and a woman, were designed to show 
russia’s commitment to traditional values not only to the domestic 
audience, but also to the whole world.

a separate issue is the substance of russian conservatism and its 
role in modern russian society. In addition to the obvious traditional 
(at the same time homophobic) angle, which implies the preservation 
of traditions, in particular the family, it clearly expresses the ideas 
of statism and the importance of the national leader. but do russian 
society and the elite share these values? While statist feelings are quite 
strong in russian society (engel, 2019), it is not quite so with faith 
and family values. according to statistics, about 4-8% of russians 
go to church regularly and participate in sacraments (faith Index, 
2017), while one in two marriages ends in divorce (yeryomina, 2017), 
and six (out of seventeen) million russian families are incomplete 
(deryomina, 2017).

experts point out that russian conservatism has certain potential 
as soft power (Petro, 2015; robinson 2020). at the same time, in 
its current form, the russian doctrine of conservatism “for export” 
contains many contradictions and “blank spots” that can scare away 
potentially allied political forces abroad: these include the opposition 
of democratic institutions and a strong state, the relationship between 
security and authoritarian practices, the secular nature of the state, and, 
finally, the mutual acceptability of christian and Islamic “traditional 
values,” which may generally look similar, but upon closer examination 
appear to be different. as fyodor lukyanov (2013) has rightly pointed 
out, such a controversial version of conservative ideology may attract 
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a certain contingent, but “it will be an extremely specific assortment 
from the european ultra-right to the middle east Islamists.”

another area of the Kremlin’s soft power work, which has become 
particularly important during the period of tightening, is the use of so-
called geopolitical businessmen for foreign policy purposes. russia’s soft 
power already utilized these possibilities in 2010-2011 (for example, the 
purchase of the newspapers Evening Standard and The Independent (uK) 
by alexander lebedev and the newspaper France-Soir by Sergei Pugachev 
(Van herpen, 2016, p. 108)), but their role increased dramatically when 
traditional interstate channels were blocked due to the deterioration of 
relations with the West and sanctions. Such businessmen include, among 
others, Konstantin malofeev, Vladimir yakunin, and yevgeny Prigozhin. 
The first two implement russian conservatism projects (by sponsoring 
international meetings of ultra-right parties (laruelle, 2018) and 
international conservative forums, such as the aforementioned dialogue 
of civilizations), while Prigozhin is more involved in pragmatic political 
projects (“troll factory,” arrangements for the work of foreign observers at 
elections in african countries (Shekhovtsov, 2020); etc.). These projects 
are part of the updated soft power strategy, which is significantly different 
from its previous version during the first two periods, and from nye’s 
authentic concept.

So, the distinctive features of the third stage in the development of 
russian soft power are not only its tightening and governmentalization, 
which largely reflect the overall tightening of russia’s foreign policy as 
a whole. russian international media have got actively involved in the 
global information war, in which no holds barred, while work with 
compatriots has become radically politicized, leading to even greater 
fragmentation and polarization of the russian emigrant community.

a fundamentally new feature of the third period is the new 
ideological content, which is, in fact, diametrically opposite to the 
narrative the russian government conveyed through soft power in the 
2000s. conservatism chosen for this purpose does have some potential 
in the modern global struggle of ideas, but at the same time this is a 
controversial ideological basis, both from the point of view of modern 
russian society itself and from the point of view of its substance.
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*  *  *
In almost twenty years of its existence, russia’s soft power strategy 
has gone a long way from its rise to tightening. today, it remains in 
russia’s foreign policy arsenal, but it evokes a controversial reaction 
from the russian leadership and is referred to abroad solely in the 
context of information and hybrid wars. how effective is the Kremlin’s 
strategy? The goal of voicing the “russian position on key issues of 
world politics” and opposing anti-russian propaganda has rather been 
achieved, albeit with reservations: appropriate media tools have been 
created but their reputation losses damage the perception of russia and 
the russian position by foreign audiences.

Figure 1. Assessment of Russia’s Role in International Relations 

Source: Compiled by the author on the basis of Pew Research Center data.

as for control over the post-Soviet space and the protection of russia’s 
own regime from external influence, the results are rather debatable 
since every year more and more cIS countries prefer exclusive 
cooperation with russia to a multi-vector policy, and in russia itself 
the consensus around stability is gradually waning amid the growing 
public demand for change (Znak.com, 2019).
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as far as the improvement of russia’s international image is concerned, 
the situation is not so clear. In the international soft power ranking, 
russia is at the bottom of the list: 28th place out of 40 in 2012, failed 
to get into the ranking in 2015, 27th place out of 30 in 2016, 26th place 
out of 30 in 2017, 28th place out of 30 in 2018, and 30th place out of 30 
in 2019 (The Soft Power 30, 2019). Public opinion polls show that the 
attitude towards russia in the world is rather negative: russia is viewed 
as an aggressive and unpredictable country.

So, it appears that one of the main goals the russian leadership set 
for the soft power strategy, namely, improving the country’s image and 
conveying unbiased information about its current successes, has not 
been achieved. We can assume that the reason is not that russia made 
a u-turn in 2012-2014 and chose conservatism as its foreign policy 
narrative. In fact, for a number of reasons conservative ideology is 
now in demand in europe and the united States, which remain russia’s 
“best frenemies.”

The most important secret of soft power, which Vadim Kononenko 
wrote about in 2006, seems to be eluding the russian leadership. 
regardless of ideological orientation—conditionally liberal or 
conservative—russia should build an attractive socio-economic model, 
which will ensure cultural attractiveness of the country and society, 
scientific and intellectual potential, and, naturally, lifestyle (Kortunov, 
2013). So the main problem remains the same: not how to build an 
attractive image of russia, but how to make russia itself attractive 
(Kononenko, 2006).
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